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Why Your Dentist Costs So
Much

Last Updated Jul 29, 2011 12:18 PM EDT

Back in April I wrote about a person near and dear to me -- yes, my husband --

who needed two new crowns for $3,442. I published his experience in a post, Is

Your Dentist Ripping You Off? Dentists howled in protest at the provocative

headline, though most agreed with the content of the story.

Patients howled too, about the high cost of dental work, and the feeling that

they've encountered dentists who don't have their best interests at heart. Here's a

typical letter: "My wife saw a dentist who quoted her $750. Then halfway through

the job, when she was numb and had a big hole in her mouth, he told her he

misquoted the price and it was going to be $1,500. She could not exactly argue."

Another reader wrote of going to two different dentists and getting two completely

different opinions about what his mouth needs and when it needs it. Who do you

trust?

I heard from people who work in dental labs that

charge the dentists $125 for a high-end crown, so why the tenfold markup? One

dentist in Grand Rapids, Michigan, offered to do my husband's work for him for

$1,395, or 40% of what he was quoted by his guy. All we would have to do was get

him from Pennsylvania to Grand Rapids. (We passed.) Another dentist criticized

my "gummy smile." Others wrote of the hours of pro bono work they do and how

that's never noticed.

Two dentists, Dr. M. in upstate New York and Dr. W. near Indianapolis, agreed to

be interviewed. They spoke to me at length about why fees are what they are.

Here's what I learned about why dental work is so expensive.

Dental care is not a commodity. It's not laundry detergent or breakfast

cereal or wireless minutes. Dentistry is a professional service that's both art and a

science. Yes, there are excellent dentists and not-so-great dentists. Often, you get

what you pay for. Yet even great dentists have bad days. "I consider myself an

awesome dentist," Dr. W. told me. "And I've had failures."
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Overhead costs are huge. Anywhere from 60% to 80% of what a patient pays

goes toward the expense of running a modern dental practice. Dentists pay for

rent or mortgage payments on their office space, payroll for hygienists, office

managers and receptionists, health insurance, taxes, supplies, business insurance

and technology -- just to name a few. "A lot of people would be surprised to know

how tight the profit margins are," Dr. W. says. And many dentists are still paying

student loans from dental school.

Labs differ in the quality of the products they produce. We all want our dentists

to be using high-quality labs for things like crowns and dentures. Should we have

to ask about the labs? No. We should trust our dentists to select a good one. "In

my view, you always want to use a good lab," Dr. M. said, "because if the crown

breaks, I'm the one stuck redoing the thing for another hour and a half for free.

It's important to make sure I'm putting good stuff in people's mouths, because the

last thing anyone wants to deal with is a redo. It doesn't make me look good, the

patients get angry, insurance doesn't cover it, and it's a waste of time. You want to

do a good job." Dr. M. has invested in a $100,000 machine that lets him make the

crowns himself and cement them in one visit. He says patients love it and it allows

him to control the process and do a better job. His fee, however, is higher than

many in the area.

Insurance isn't really insurance. Dental insurance, the dentists told me, is

nothing like health insurance or auto insurance. It's a maintenance plan that will

cover cleanings and x-rays, maybe half the cost of a crown. It will not protect you

if you need a lot of work done. The maximum annual benefits, $1,000 to $1,500,

haven't changed in the 50 years since dental insurance became available. "It's a

minor cost assistance, and there's a widening divide between patients'

expectations of their dental insurance coverage and the actual coverage that's

provided," says Dr. W.

Dental insurance drives docs nuts and they wish they didn't have to use it.

"The number one most complicated aspect of running a dental office, bar none, is

dealing with dental insurance. You wouldn't believe how long it takes to get

through to a rep, make sure the patient does have benefits, calculate a copay," says

Dr. M. And the largest insurance plans in the country discount most dentists' fees

by 10% to 20%. If you're paying out of pocket, ask for a discount. (You might

discover the dentist is giving you one already.)

Dentists wish patients would value their teeth more. Teeth are a crucial

part of health and appearance. Untreated gum disease, for instance, is linked to

heart disease. (Would you choose a cardiologist based on price?) "With time, you

will come to realize that shopping price is a minor concern when it comes to your

health," says Dr. W. "Any minor cost differences amortized out over a lifetime will

become insignificant. You will get the best results and have the most long-term

satisfaction getting care from someone you trust."

So if you're convinced dentists are worth their

fees, how do you find a good one? The dentists

had some suggestions:

Ask if he or she uses specialists. Who does your

root canals? If the person on the phone says, "We

do everything here, that would scare me," Dr. M.

says. Especially orthodontia.

Ask your primary care physician which dentist she

uses. Ask your lawyer. Ask your boss. In other

words, ask professional people whom they trust

with their mouths.

Ask a dental specialist, like an endodontist. One specialist wrote to tell me,
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"The best way to find a good dentist is to find a specialist who sees everyone's

patients on a referral basis. He or she will know who is good and who isn't.

Trust me, as a specialist, I know who is doing what, because I see their work

every day."

If a dentist doesn't take insurance, because he or she doesn't need to, that

will be a pretty good dentist. Those pros can book you for longer, and they

don't have to work under the constraints of insurance companies. Be

prepared to pay higher fees.

Look and look some more. Interview dentists, if they'll let you. Take the view

that your teeth are a lifetime investment.

Photo courtesy Flickr user Omar Omar, CC 2.0 
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Great article, thanks for doing some excellent research.  I am a third generation

dentists, practicing for over 40 years so I have seen lots of fantastic changes in
dentistry; changes are cost a lot of money.  I have been a dental advisor to Dr. Mehmet

Oz and I now write a dental column for a local newspaper.  In fact, this month's article

was titled Modern Dentistry.  The before pictures show full blown gum disease so
warning; it is not a pretty site.  The final photos how dentistry can change lives.

http://www.victoriaadvocate.com/news/2014/feb/04/gl_mac_lee_020514

_231368/?viewpoints

Dr Mac Lee

www.drmaclee.com

LIKE / REPLY

As a current dental student, I can attest to everything written in this article. One thing I
would like to point out is the rising costs of dental schools in this country. I currently

attend the most expensive public dental school and even as an in-state student I pay
over $60,000 a year, which does NOT include living expenses. After interest rates that

amounts to even more money that I will eventually owe. Dentists are under valued in

our culture and not considered "real doctors" but the time and effort we spend with
patients is worth every penny. Also, dental materials have very high costs. What you

see as the price for a crown does not include all the materials it takes to prep the tooth
for the crown! Many Americans do not see the links between dental health and other

medical issues so thank you for bringing this to light! I hope people read this article and

see how important dentists are and do not discredit dentists that charge higher prices
for their services!!
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